Cube Town Hybrid EXC 500 blue´n´blue
2019
Product price:

2 699,00 € tax
included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: 58cm, 54cm, 62cm, Trapeze 46 cm,
Trapeze 50 cm, Trapeze 54 cm, Easy Entry 46
cm, Easy Entry 50 cm, Easy Entry 54 cm, Easy
Entry 58 cm, 50cm, Easy Entry 42 cm
Antrieb: Bosch
Frame: Trekking & Urban

Product description:
Cube Town Hybrid EXC 500 blue´n´blue 2019
With the Town Hybrid EXC we set out to build a Bosch e-bike for comfortable everyday use: for
work, for shopping, for fun. Available in easy entry, trapeze and classic men's frame configurations
and in a wide range of sizes, there's one to suit everybody. Shimano's smooth-shifting 8 speed
Nexus hub gear system works seamlessly with the Bosch Active Plus drive unit to make light work
of any journey, whether across town or in the countryside. Hydraulic rim brakes deliver safe,
assured stopping in any weather conditions, while the fully enclosed chain and full length
mudguards help keep splashes and spray at bay. The integrated luggage carrier is a CUBE work of
engineering art, combining elegant looks with incredible functionality for easy, secure load carrying.
The RockShox Paragon Gold air fork lockout helps smooth out even the most potholed of city
streets, and we included front and rear lights and a kickstand so that all you need to do is step
aboard and ride. Smooth, reliable, adaptable and incredibly easy to live with, this is the Bosch ebike that'll slot seamlessly into your everyday life.
Why create three different frames for the same bike? Because we like to make sure that every rider
is catered for, that's why. The Easy Entry is as easy to use as its name implies, offering the easiest
access in a frame that's still light, stiff and stable. The Trapeze option features traditional styling
and straightforward step-through access, while the classic Men's frame is an instantly recognisable
classic. Each has been carefully configured to combine the best blend of low weight, easy handling
and more than enough strength to sail through our strict in-house testing regime. The Bosch drive
unit's location in a custom gravity cast housing harnesses its power safely and effortlessly, while
the battery is positioned in the optimum place to ensure the best possible handling. Speaking of
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which, you can rely on our Comfort Ride Geometry to make you feel at home every time you ride,
ensuring that you'll be safe and secure whether you're riding across town out in the countryside.
We even routed cables internally, complementing the frame's elegant looks and keeping your gear
shifts effortlessly smooth for longer.
frame Aluminium Superlite, Comfort Ride Geometry, Premium Comfort And Safety,
Integrated Carrier 2.0, Double Butted
colour blue´n´blue
size 50, 54, 58, 62; Trapeze: 46, 50, 54; Easy Entry: 42, 46, 50, 54, 58
fork RockShox Paragon Gold Air, 50mm, Lockout
headset FSA No.10, Semi-Integrated
stem Satori Up2 Plus, 31.8mm, Adjustable
handlebar CUBE Comfort Shape Bar
grips RFR Comfort, Revoshift
shifters Shimano Nexus SL-C6000-8, Revoshift
brake system Magura HS11, Hydr. Caliper Brake
crankset FSA Metropolis Comfort, 40T, 165mm
sprocket Shimano Nexus, 20T
chain KMC Z610, EcoProTeQ
rims CUBE ZX27, 36H, V-Brake
front hub Shimano Deore HB-T610, QR
rear hub Shimano Nexus SG-C6001-8V, 8-Speed, Nut
tyres Schwalbe Marathon GT Tour, Performance, Dualguard, 47-622
pedals CUBE PP MTB
saddle Selle Royal Lookin Classic, Royalgel™
seat post CUBE Suspension Seatpost, 27.2mm
seatclamp CUBE Varioclose, 31.8mm; EE42: CUBE Screwlock 31.8mm
front light Hermanns H-Black MR8, 6-12V, DC
rear light Herrmans H-Trace
kickstand CUBEstand Pro, Adjustable
mudguards SKS Stingray
Chain guard CUBE Closed Chain Protection
bell Mini Bell
carrier CUBE Integrated Carrier 2.0, ACID RILink Adapter Compatible, SnapIt Compatible
and Rail
drive unit Bosch Drive Unit Active Plus (50Nm) Cruise (250Watt)
battery Bosch PowerPack 500
charger Bosch 4A
display Bosch Intuvia
extras 400Wh Option
weight 25,7 kg
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